Five Star Reviews
Ward Sims
2 review

I needed to rent a large screen with a powerful HD
projector and speakers for a corporate client. My friend
recommended Shaun and Mitey AV to me. We got
everything delivered as we ordered, and their equipment
set-up crew did a great job. The event was a total success.
We'll use Mitey AV for our next event. We have used a few
other local companies and they all pale in comparison to
this company. The owner of the company was there, he
helped with the whole event. Other companies just don’t
do that.Carl and his wife were the best price in town by a
lot. The service I received was ﬁve stars. When I had an
issue they were very quick to react and ensured the job
was done properly and professionally.

Maria Kidwell
2 review

I needed to rent a large screen with a powerful HD
projector and speakers for a corporate client. My friend
recommended Shaun and Mitey AV to me. We got
everything delivered as we ordered, and their equipment
set-up crew did a great job. The event was a total success.
We'll use Mitey AV for our next event. We have used a few
other local companies and they all pale in comparison to
this company. The owner of the company was there, he
helped with the whole event. Other companies just don’t
do that.Carl and his wife were the best price in town by a
lot. The service I received was ﬁve stars. When I had an
issue they were very quick to react and ensured the job
was done properly and professionally.

Aurelio Sousa
Local Guide · 5 reviews

Gave me a really good deal on the equipment I needed. I
was able to rent a two projectors, 2 65 inch TVs, and four
speakers for a cheaper price than anyone else could
offer. They came professionally dressed and worked
extremely professionally while they set up the equipment
and spent the time explaining how it works. They came on
time and did exactly as promised. We will deﬁnitely use
them from now on. The best AV rental company in New
Orleans.

Matthew Parker
Local Guide · 18 reviews

We recently rented 6 wireless microphones from Mitey AV
for a conference at a local hotel. I was very impressed to
ﬁnd that each case included 2 batteries which were
enough for our entire performance. They delivered and
picked up equipment as scheduled. The Tech was
dressed very professional with a button-down company
shirt. Very impressive. Overall a pleasure to work with.
Recommend!

Bradley Stephen
2 reviews

Was not sure how to do a zoom meeting for my company.
Mitey AV is so wonderful and easy to work with. They
were able to accommodate us last minute and had the
equipment to stream it for a live Zoom event. They are
professional and all around wonderful. Hiring them was
the best decision we made.

Livia Karter
5 reviews

After another AV company left me hanging at the last
minute due to some BS excuse, Mitey AV came through
and saved the day. I called them at 8:30 pm and Shaun the
owner took my call and had everything delivered and
setup at 8am the next morning. Totally professional, and
very eﬃcient. The Projector looked awesome, and his
prices are the lowest I have ever paid for a projector of
that caliber, and I rent projectors for work a lot!

Hannah Lily
3 reviews

This is my third time using Mitey AV. This place offers
great products at a super fair price, with professional and
friendly service.! I wouldn’t use any other AV company for
a projector, screen, and microphone/speaker. This place is
the best!

Lydia Buckley
3 review

Shaun as amazing to work with and so very
accommodating. We were having a celebration of life for
my Father and needed a big screen TV to show all of the
pictures over the years. He personally worked with me and
the event mgr and the Club and everything was seamless.
He is delightful to work with and I will call him again when
the need presents itself.

Alisha Martin
2 review

I called Shaun less than a week before our event and he
was able to make magic happen! We were so pleased with
his level of service, pricing, and incredible customer
service. We would highly recommend him to anybody!
Shaun takes great care of his customers and conducts
business professionally. Thank you Shaun for helping
make our event go off without a hitch!!

Geno Dietzer
1 review

We used Mitey AV for our wedding and they were fantastic
every step of the way. They knew exactly what equipment
to provide and how to set it up swiftly. Their sound
technician stayed on site the entire day and made sure
everything ran smoothly. Can't recommend these guys
enough - we plan to use them for all future events in New
Orleans.

Carroll Kyle
2 review

Thank you so much for all your work helping to make my
fathers funeral a success. Myself, and all my family are
very appreciative of everything you and Mrs. Lindsay did
for us. We wish you the best! This is a company I would
use again.

Ray Hammie
3 review

I was a little apprehensive after reading all the great
reviews, wondering if they were all real.
I WAS
PLEASANTLY SURPRISED! I really wanted to rent from a
more local company, online a lot of the companies are not
local they ship the equipment in, and they are expensive.
I'm absolutely astonished by how professional this
company is. Amazing communication, amazing
equipment, a thorough technician who made me feel
comfortable using the equipment- you guys truly made my
meetings this past weekend incredibly easy and
enjoyable. You have no idea! Cannot wait for my next
quarterly meeting.

Curt Westlund
5 review

Mitey AV is a great company, run by a husband-and-wife
team with an excellent crew. We hired them for our yearly
company event. We used a screen, projector, speakers,
and connected it to our equipment. What a lovely bunch, I
highly recommend them if you need AV equipment for
whatever reason. Thanks

Daniel Burke
1 review

If you are in need of professional Audio/Visual Services at
a reasonable price, I highly recommend Mitey AV, LLC.
They visited the venue where we were planning to have
our Anniversary Party to assess our A/V needs and
coordinate their plans with the venue management. The
day of the event, Mitey AV delivered and setup several 65"
TV monitors and a complete sound system with multiple
speakers. I credit Mitey AV for playing a big role in helping
to making the party a success. The owner, Shaun
McCarron, is very conscientious and took a personal
interest making sure our event would have the necessary
A/V equipment. We found Mitey AV, LLC to be very
knowable and professional, producing a very positive
experience. We will call them any time we have a need for
Audio / Visual Services and suggest that you do the same.

Daniel Walson
4 review

Sean George
1 reviews

PERFECT!!! From start to ﬁnish you cannot get a better
company to provide audio visual equipment in New
Orleans! Or Metairie for that matter!Professional,
Respectful, Knowledgeable, Helpful, VERY affordable.
Hope you guys are safe :)

Edward lorry
Local Guide · 22 reviews

We had a great event in New Orleans. Glad we ﬁnally
made it to town. Mitey AV was almost 65% less than the
hotels AV quote! They charged very reasonable rates for
the projectors and LED monitors we used for
presentations. Don’t pay hotel rates!! Mitey AV was one of
the most professional and fairly priced AV company we
have ever contracted with. See you again in December!! I
hope!!

We hired Mitey AV for an event and they went above and
beyond for us! We are extremely pleased with the quality
of the LED Screens and their stands, quick setup, and
excellent customer service. The room looked amazing,
and execution of the event was ﬂawless. Highly
recommended for corporate use, and we look forward to
working with Mitey AV again!

Thomas Sparrow
2 review

Mitey AV provided a podium, Speaker and microphone for
an event we hosted in the lobby of an oﬃce building. The
team was incredibly easy to work with from start to ﬁnish,
providing sample photos of past setups in similar spaces.
They stayed for the duration of the event to monitor audio.
Great JOB!

Christopher Michel
3 review

Janey White
3 reviews

Shaun and his team did much more than I expected from
them, great company, totally recommend using them! No
More Hurricanes Please

matthew arthur
3 reviews

Had an awesome experience. Reached out to secure a
speciﬁc type of projector, they accommodated at a great
price point. On the day of the event, we had a last minute
change which required a different piece of equipment.
They made the change happen swiftly even though it was
our fault, and the event happened without a hiccup.

Griffiths Aidan
1 reviews

Five Stars, great pricing. Spent less than budgeted for.
We will contract with again next go around.

If you ever need to rent a projector and screen or rent
audio equipment this company is for you. We needed a
full set up for next day presentation in New Orleans and
only had one day to ﬁnd a company for what we needed.
Shaun and his staff at Mitey AV provided projector, screen,
stage, microphone, and speaker delivered and set up next
morning. Price was unbeatable! We had 5 Quotes, and his
was SIGNIFICANTLY less, plus we had great service and
communication. Thank so very much! You Saved the day
and my neck!! 😊 We will use you again, as soon as this
whole Covid mess clears up!

Tom Gaskell
1 review

I needed to rent a large screen with a powerful HD
projector and speaker for a corporate client. My family
recommended Shaun and Mitey AV to me. We got
everything delivered as we ordered and their equipment
set-up crew did a great job. The event was a total success.
We'll Mitey AV for our next event. We have used a few
other local companies and they all pale in comparison to
this company. The owner of the company was there, he
helped with the whole event. Other’s companies just Don't
do that.

504-266-5681
Events@MiteyAV.com
6613 Memphis St.
New Orleans LA 70124

